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AUBIST HYPERVISOR is an essential virtualization solution 

for integrated, high-performance automotive ECUs. The 

AUTOSAR Classic Platform and Adaptive Platform 

hypervisors are available.

Benefits of Implementation

In in-vehicle systems, high-speed startup, real-time performance, reliability, and 

stability are required, so platforms based on real-time OSs are widely used. On the 

other hand, there is a growing demand for advanced graphics and networks in 

automotive systems. There is an increasing demand for utilizing the rich graphics 

and network functions of general-purpose operating systems while ensuring the 

immediate responsiveness, fast startup, and high reliability of real-time operating 

systems. This is why the need for hypervisors is increasing in automotive systems.

What is the hypervisor?

While the OS, sometimes referred to as a supervisor, is responsible for managing and 

running multiple user applications, the hypervisor is the mechanism that manages 

and runs multiple OS-based systems.

The hypervisor can essentially run the hypervisorless OS as a guest OS. A hypervisor 

is a virtualization technology that virtualizes hardware as if it were occupied by a 

single OS. Using hypervisors to integrate multiple systems into a single unit requires 

high computing power and specialized mechanisms, but the increased computing 

power of the CPU and the enhanced virtualization support of the microprocessor 

make it possible to implement hypervisors in embedded environments. In practice, 

virtualization requires features such as resource isolation, scheduling and time 

protection, interrupt handling trapping, and VM switching.
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Requirements for In-Vehicle hypervisors

 Guest Integration
- Multiple Guests per Core

- Guests can have different levels of safety (QM, ASIL-A-D)

- One guest cannot access another guest

 Guest that can be installed
- It can include an OS, or it can be OS-less. OS of other vendors may be included.

- Interrupts and peripheral devices available with minimal source code changes

 Controlling Guest
- Guest can be started, shut down and restarted

- Can be rewritten on a guest basis

 Peripheral
- Provides standard Ethernet drivers as shared peripheral drivers

- Other peripherals will be used exclusively for Guest as a standard offering

 Power saver mode
- ECU power saving mode available

AUBIST Hypervisor for MCU

About Products

*AUBIST HYPERVISOR is a generic name for AUBIST Hypervisor for MCU and AUBIST Hypervisor.

AUBASS provides hypervisor solutions for the Classic Platform and Adaptive 
Platform to meet the above market and automotive requirements.

AUBIST Hypervisor

AUBIST HYPERVISOR

ーAUBIST Hypervisor

ーAUBIST Hypervisor for MCU
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The AUBIST Hypervisor is a hypervisor product designed to integrate 

with general-purpose operating systems such as Linux and multi-

process systems.

Features

System Configuration 
Example

AUTOSAR Adaptive Platform 
+ Linux
＋ Android
+ ROS

Overview

The guest on the AUBIST Hypervisor is a real-time application running on the host 

OS, as well as a general-purpose OS such as Linux or Android. Of course, you can 

combine these with bare metal systems as well as multi-process systems. Integrate 

real-time applications and general-purpose systems into a single system. A hosted 

hypervisor solution that enables spatial and temporal partitioning required for 

integrated systems for automotive applications.

 Full compatibility between real-time and rich functionality
A hosted hypervisor based on the AUBIST AP OS with real-time performance enables 
real-time applications such as autonomous driving and function-rich applications to 
coexist in a memory/time separated space.

 AUBIST Leverage advanced scheduling features of AP OS
The AUBIST AP OS's layered scheduler effectively schedules each VM while retaining 
the advanced scheduling features of the AUBIST AP OS, such as load balancing and 
time separation.

 Easily customizable to boot
Because the guest OS runs as a process of the AUBIST AP OS, you can describe the 
guest OS boot sequence as a simple process boot process. This makes it easy to 
customize sequential boot, multi-core parallel boot, etc.

 Easy driver portability
Linux supports the standard Virtio drivers, making it easy to port Linux guests. It also 
supports the Pass Through driver, allowing access to peripheral devices without 
overhead.

 High robustness
AUBIST Minimize the virtualization mechanisms built into the AP OS and do more with 
virtual machine monitors placed in user space. Therefore, an error in the guest OS or 
the virtual machine itself does not affect the AUBIST AP OS.
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The AUBIST Hypervisor for MCU is the hypervisor product for 

AUBIST Classic Platform products.

Overview

AUBIST Hypervisor for MCU is a 

hypervisor product that efficiently 

provides virtualization functions 

required for next-generation 

control ECUs by utilizing the 

virtualization support mechanism 

of microcontrollers.

Features

 Achieves spatial and temporal separation required for 

integrated ECU functions

You can mix 

VMs with 

different 

ASILs or have 

multiple VMs 

with one core.

time division, scheduling image

 Providing VM space that can support privileged, non-

privileged modes

By combining the Hypervisor for MCU and 

AUTOSAR OS (SC3), SW-C from different ASILs 

can be embedded in the VM.
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Features

 Ability to allocate peripheral devices and interrupts to each VM
Allocatable MCU peripheral devices can be allocated to individual VMs to reuse 

existing MCALs.

 Shared devices provide device virtualization assistance
We plan to offer virtual devices (vMCALs) for devices that are likely to be shared 

between VMs.

 Provision of inter-VM 
communication
mechanism (VCC)
Provides the ability to 

communicate data between VMs

 Integrated ECU

 Integrated cockpit

 Connected car

Applicable Fields

*As for supported microcontroller please contact our sales agent.

*For customer specific requests the AUBIST Engineering Service will respond.

[Product Inquiries］
NEXTY Electronics Corporation(Sales Contact)
Software BU Sales Department, Embedded Solutions Division (sales contact)
Location: Symphony Toyota Building, 11-27, Meieki 4-chome, Nakamura-ku, Nagoya, 450-0002 Japan
TEL / 052-558-4231 E-mail / bsw@nexty-ele.com

eSOL Co.,Ltd.
Embedded Products Division
Location: Harmony Tower, 1-32-2, Honcho, Nakano-ku, Tokyo, 164-8721 Japan
TEL / 03-5302-1360 E-mail / inq-aubist@esol.co.jp
Web / https://www.esol.co.jp/embedded/aubist.html

●All company, product and service names mentioned are trademarks or registered trademarks of the respective companies [owners].
●In case of export of this product (including service deliveries to nonresidents), refer to the Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Control Law and other relevant laws and 
regulations of export controls, and follow the necessary legal procedures.
Should you have any questions, or should you need any materials to apply for export permission, please contact your dealer or our regional office.
●The information in this leaflet is subject to change without prior notice for improvement or other reasons.

9th floor, Taiyoseimeishinagawa building, 2-16-2, Konan, Minato-ku, Tokyo,108-0075 JAPAN
TEL +81-3-5781-2300 FAX +81-3-5781-2400
E-mail info@aubass.com https://www.aubass.com


